
18-19 NOVEMBER 2022

GRLC.VIC.GOV.AU/LOCALWORD

FOR WRITERS & READERS  

Bringing our diverse local writing communities 
together to celebrate the creative talent of 

south-western Victoria



WORKSHOP: SOCIAL MEDIA  
FOR AUTHORS 
WITH FIONA LOWE 

10.00am to 1.00pm (with a break)

ONLINE via Zoom Meeting – a link will be provided

Published or not, in 2022, publishing houses and agents 
expect authors to have a social media presence. In fact, 
some authors have gotten their books over the line due 
to their established social media accounts. Whether 
you’re terrified to take the leap or you already have a 
presence but want to make it work better for you, this 
online half-day workshop is for you. It will introduce 
authors to Facebook, Instagram and TikTok and help 
you decide which platform suits you best. It will provide 
the nuts and bolts of setting up and running an account 
and outline the differences between each platform to 
help you decide where and how to put your energies to 
connect with your larger reader community. 

This session is designed for beginner to experienced  
adult (18+) writers.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession

Fiona Lowe has been a midwife, a sexual health 
counsellor and a family support worker and is a recipient 
of the prestigious USA RITA® award and the Australian 
RuBY award. Just an Ordinary Family published by HQ 
Fiction is her 35th novel.

FRIDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2022

WORKSHOP: WRITING FOR 
PERFORMANCE  
WITH CHRISTINE CROYDEN 

10.30am to 1.30pm (with a break)

Leopold Library, Leopold Community Hub,  
31-39 Kensington Road, Leopold

This workshop will examine character development, 
writing short plays, structure and dialogue, play analysis 
and monologue writing. It will be highly interactive 
as participants work through various worksheets and 
discuss and read plays with the goal of beginning a short 
piece of writing for performance.

This session is designed for beginner to established  
adult (18+) writers.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession

Christine Croyden is a Barwon Heads-based playwright, 
lyricist and novelist. Her play Underground, inspired 
by the adventures of Nancy Wake, an Australian WWII 
special agent (aka The White Mouse), was produced at 
Gasworks Arts Park in March 2019 before it toured various 
Melbourne theatres.
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WORKSHOP: THE ART OF REVISION – 
REDRAFTING AND EDITING 
WITH LIZ MONUMENT & VICTORIA SPICER 

10.30am to 1.30pm (with a break)

Bannockburn Library, 25-27 High Street, Bannockburn

This workshop will combine instruction with hands-on 
activities and include topics such as the stages of the 
writing (and re-writing) process, the building blocks of 
story and how to deconstruct a first draft.

Personalised feedback on a piece of writing of up to 500 
words will be provided.

This session is designed for beginner to emerging  
adult (18+) writers.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession.

Liz Monument is a mainstream published author, writing 
coach and freelance editor. She works with clients 
worldwide, including Harper Collins and Jericho Writers.

Victoria Spicer has postgraduate qualifications in 
education, literature, information management and 
professional writing. She is currently Secretary of 
Geelong Writers Inc. and Editor of Geelong Writers 
publications.

WORKSHOP: POETRY AND PLACE  
WITH BRENDAN RYAN 

10.30am to 1.30pm (with a break)

Colac Library, 173 Queen Street, Colac

This workshop is intended for people who are interested 
in writing about rural places and how the notion of place 
contributes to an internal dialogue with the speaker in a 
poem. Participants will be asked to commune with their 
inner worlds in relation to the places we live, work and 
play, as basis for poetry.

This session is designed for beginner to established  
adult (18+) writers.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession.

Brendan Ryan is the author of Walk Like a Cow (published 
by Walleah Press in 2020), a memoir about growing up 
in rural Victoria, and six volumes of poetry including his 
2019 anthology, The Lowlands of Moyne. He has been 
short-listed for a number of poetry prizes.
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WORKSHOP: EMBRACING SONGWRITING  
WITH HANDS-ON TECHNIQUES
WITH CLAUDIA COLLINS, MIKE WHITTLE  
& MATHILDA GARRIDO LUCAY

10.30am to 1.30pm (with breaks)

Queenscliff Library – 55 Hesse St, Queenscliff

This song writing workshop invites creatives – from 
beginners through to the more advanced – interested 
in engaging with experienced songwriters to improve 
their techniques. The workshop will cover the methods 
of melody making, rhythm, dynamics, and expression – 
and participants will be invited to contribute to writing 
meaningful lyrics.  

Participants are asked to bring writing materials – pen 
and paper or a device if they prefer – and are also 
encouraged to bring acoustic instruments. Some basic 
instruments will be supplied.

This session is designed for anyone interested in songwriting, 
from beginners to those with some experience, aged 18+.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession.

Mike Whittle has studied songwriting in Vancouver with Fred 
Booker and his songs have been broadcast on radio. Last 
Man from Dunolly, set in WW1, is his best-known song. 

Claudia Collins has recorded two CDs of her original 
songs and runs Belmont Page, a creative writing group. 
She fronted the band ‘Naughty Nanna and the Toy Boys’ 
performing her original material in 2007-2011. 

Mathilda Garrido Lucay has participated in two musicals 
through Sacred Heart College and has performed in 
the school’s choir. She has written multiple songs 
accompanied by a piano, ukulele, or her own computer-
generated composition. 

WORKSHOP: DISCOVER YOUR GLOBAL  
INDIGENOUS VOICE 
WITH CAROL HULLIN 

1.30pm to 4.30pm

Corio Library, Cox Rd (cnr Moa St), Norlane

Designed for anyone with indigenous historical data who 
wants to tell their own life experience through memoir 
writing, this workshop will include an introduction to 
techniques of memoir reflection and writing exercises 
using indigenous cosmovision principles (nature 
directed). Exploring the main theme of indigenous 
writing, participants will examine the symbolic elements 
of an Aymara tribe community as an example, before 
each participant will have an opportunity to share and 
workshop their story.

This session is designed for beginner to emerging adult 
(18+) writers.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession

Carol Hullin in an experienced scientific writer in English 
and Spanish and is the author of three digital innovation 
books and several journal articles. For the last seven 
years, Carol has been writing her own journey from a 
vulnerable migrant arriving in Australia, to a world leader 
in her chosen field of science.
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PRESENTATION: INTRODUCTION TO 
CREATING COMICS AND GRAPHIC NOVELS 
WITH RENÉE TREML

10.30am to 11.30am

Waurn Ponds Library, 230 Pioneer Road, Grovedale

This presentation will introduce participants to the basics 
of creating graphic novels, starting with an overview 
of the comic format and its use in different genres. 
Participants will dive into the nuts and bolts of comics, 
looking at structure, the marriage of image and words, 
point-of-view, and pacing. Renée will share details about 
her process of writing and illustrating a graphic novel and 
provide guidance for finding a publisher.

This session is designed for beginner to aspiring writers 
aged high school years (13+) and above.

*Minors aged under 16 must be accompanied by a 
guardian in the Library, ticket purchase not required.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession

Renée Treml is a best-selling author and illustrator of 25 
picture books for young readers. Published with Penguin 
Random House Australia, Allen and Unwin, and Capstone 
(USA), several of her books have won and been short-
listed for awards.

PRESENTATION: WRITING FOR A YOUNG  
ADULT AUDIENCE 
WITH MIRANDA LUBY & MARK SMITH

10.30am to 11.30am

Torquay Library, Surf City Plaza, Beach Road, Torquay

How is YA writing different from other genres? What 
themes are relevant or acceptable to YA writers? Who is 
publishing YA in Australia? Who are the gate-keepers and 
how much influence do they exert in getting your book in 
front of young readers?

Mark and Miranda will draw on their own experience 
in navigating the YA market to provide advice and to 
explore opportunities to get your writing noticed. 

This presentation will include time for audience 
questions.

This session is designed for new and emerging writers 
(16+) who want to write for the Young Adult market.

Tickets – $30/$20 for GRLC Members/$10 Concession

Miranda Luby is an award-winning fiction writer, journalist 
and copywriter. Her debut YA Novel Sadie Starr’s Guide to 
Starting Over was published by Text in August 2022.

Mark Smith is the author of four novels including his most 
recent, If Not Us, published in 2021. He was awarded the 
2018 Australian Indie Book Award for YA and he is also an 
award-winning writer of short fiction.
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PANEL DISCUSSION:  
NOT ABOUT US WITHOUT US 
WITH SUE LAWSON (PANEL CHAIR), AUNTY FAY MUIR,  
AUNTY EDITH WRIGHT & CORRINA ECCLES 

10.30am to 12.00 noon

Wurdi Youang North, Level 5, Geelong Library & Heritage 
Centre, 51 Little Malop Street, Geelong

“Nothing About Us Without Us” is a slogan used to 
communicate the idea that no policy should be decided by 
any representative without the full and direct participation 
of members of the group affected by that policy. 

In this session, First Nations Elders and published writers 
Aunty Fay Muir and Aunty Edith Wright will discuss how 
First Nations people and culture are represented in 
publishing. The panel, including local Wadawurrung 
Traditional Owner Corrina Eccles, will discuss First 
Nations representation today and in the past, the 
importance of truth telling and how to handle the 
complex issue of own stories in literature. 

Tickets – $20/$10 for GRLC Members

Audience questions welcomed. Book sales and book 
signings will be offered at the conclusion of the event.
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Sue Lawson writes books for children and young 
adults. Her books have won the Australian Family 
Therapists’ Award for Children’s Literature and 
been short-listed for the Prime Minister’s Literary 
Awards and the Children’s Book Council of Australia 
Book of the Year Awards. Her latest and 31st book, a 
collaboration with Geelong author and healer, Sue 
Hindle, came out earlier this year.

Aunty Fay Muir is a Boonwurrung Elder. Together 
with Sue Lawson, Fay has written nine books for 
Magabala Books. The first three to be published, 
Respect, Sharing and Family, are part of the Our 
Place Series, which introduces young readers to the 
rich culture of Australia’s traditional owners. 

Aunty Edith Wright is Bardi Jawi from the Dampier 
Peninsula north of Broome in Western Australia. 
She has extensive experience in education across 
two sectors and continues to support schools with 
their Reconciliation Action Plan. Full Circle is her 
first biography (2001: Fremantle Arts Centre Press) 
and in 2022 Edie published her first children’s book 
Charlie’s Swim through Magabala Books. She is 
currently a Director of Magabala Books. 

Corrina Eccles is a proud Wadawurrung woman 
living and working on Wadawurrung Country in 
Djilang/Geelong. Corrina is Manager – Cultural 
Education for the Wadawurrung Traditional 
Owners Aboriginal Corporation (WTOAC) who are 
the Registered Aboriginal Party (RAP) under the 
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006. The Corporation 
actively seeks to protect and conserve Wadawurrung 
living cultural heritage, including through planning 
and design initiatives.
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PANEL DISCUSSION:  
WRITING FOR RESILIENCE IN  
CHILDREN AND ADULTS 
WITH SALLY LEAREY (PANEL CHAIR), HEATHER GALLAGHER  
& STEF GEMMILL

10.45am to 12.15pm

Wurdi Youang South, Level 5, Geelong Library & Heritage 
Centre, 51 Little Malop Street, Geelong

Books can offer a unique jumping off point for discussing 
difficult issues with children and adults and for helping 
us to feel less alone in our struggles. In this session, 
published picture book authors Heather Gallagher 
and Stef Gemmill will talk about mental health issues 
including depression and anxiety, as well as issues 
such as literacy and reading difficulties, climate anxiety 
and activism in the context of their books for children. 
Similarly, author and positive psychology advocate Sally 
Learey will discuss how books can foster resilience and 
emotional intelligence in adults and share a strategy 
around navigating life’s challenges.

Tickets – $20/$10 for GRLC Members

Audience questions welcomed. Book sales and book 
signings will be offered at the conclusion of the event.
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Sally Learey is the author of eight books including 
children’s picture books which are a combination 
of fact and fiction; books about food allergies in 
children; and location books which connect children 
with community. Her latest, non-fiction, adult 
personal development book is called Overcoming 
Problems.

Heather Gallagher is a children’s author and 
freelance journalist. She is passionate about 
children’s literacy and has worked as a writer-in-
residence for Ardoch. Her picture book Happy Pants 
– Why is Mummy so Sad? was a recommended title 
in the Australian Family Therapist’s awards. Her 
latest picture book Scaredy Cat is based on her 
anxious dog, Pip.

Stef Gemmill is an award-winning author of 
children’s books of hope with heart. Her stories 
empower children to find solutions to problems 
in interesting ways. She has several issues-based 
picture books published including Toy Mountain – a 
story of our war on waste and A Home for Luna – a 
story of refugees and homelessness which won the 
2020 International Rubery Book Award.
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AUTHORS IN-CONVERSATION:  
THE CREATIVE PATH TO PUBLISHING 
WITH ELLIE O’NEILL, D.L. HICKS & MIRANDA LUBY, 
FACILITATED BY ABIGAYLE CARMODY

1.30pm to 3.00pm

Wurdi Youang, Level 5, Geelong Library & Heritage 
Centre, 51 Little Malop Street, Geelong

This wonderful group of 2022 publishing fiction authors 
will share their creative pathways to publication, offering 
insight and suggestions into the many different ways 
that authors can reach the stage of publication. Led by 
Facilitator Abigayle Carmody, a writer with over twenty 
years’ experience, our local authors will share aspects 
of their writing life and what inspires them, what keeps 
them going, the challenges they face and how they 
tackle them.

Tickets – $20/$10 for GRLC Members

Audience questions welcomed. Book sales and book 
signings will be offered at the conclusion of the event.
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Ellie O’Neill is an Irish Australian author. She writes 
fiction and is the author of four books, including her 
2014 novel Reluctantly Charmed which was a top ten 
Australian debut and a bestseller. Her new novel, 
Family Matters (Allen & Unwin) was released in  
June 2022.

D.L. Hicks is a crime fiction author and a former 
police officer with 25 years’ experience. His second 
novel, The Fallback (Pantera Press) was published in 
May 2022.

Miranda Luby is a Text Prize-shortlisted debut 
author, journalist and copywriter. Her Young Adult 
book Sadie Starr’s Guide to Starting Over (Text 
Publishing) was published in August 2022.

Abigayle Carmody is a writer who lives on the 
Bellarine Peninsula. Her manuscript, Dancing in Half 
Circles, was shortlisted for a WA literary award and 
her story Love, Loss and Jam Tarts was selected 
as part of the Perth International Writers Festival 
Human Library.
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AUTHOR IN-CONVERSATION:  
GREGORY DAY – WORDS ARE EAGLES – 
WRITING ON THE NATURE &  
LANGUAGE OF PLACE 
WITH FACILITATOR DAVID MCCOOEY

3.30pm to 5.00pm

Wurdi Youang, Level 5, Geelong Library & Heritage 
Centre, 51 Little Malop Street, Geelong

Grounded in the landscape of southwestern Victoria, 
and infused with the heightened sense of place and 
environmental literacy that have long been key to 
Gregory Day’s work, this collection of essays explores 
the nuances required to write about landscape, nature, 
language and history in Australia. 

Appearing in-conversation with writer David McCooey, 
Gregory will explore the resurgence of the global nature 
writing movement and the need for ecological care and 
value of Indigenous knowledge and practices.

Audience questions welcomed. Book sales and book 
signings will be offered at the conclusion of the event. 

Tickets – $20/$10 for GRLC Members
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Gregory Day is a writer and musician living on 
Wadawurrung tabayl in the Eastern Otways region 
of Victoria, Australia. Gregory has published five 
novels to date and has won many awards, including 
the Australian Literature Society Gold Medal. In 2019 
Gregory’s most recent novel A Sand Archive was 
shortlisted for the Miles Franklin Award. In 2020 
Gregory received the Patrick White Award for his 
ongoing body of work, and in 2021 he was awarded 
the Nature Conservancy Australia Nature Writing 
Prize for his essay The Watergaw. Gregory’s first 
book of essays, Words Are Eagles: Selected Writings 
on the Nature and Language of Place was published 
in July by Upswell Publishing.

David McCooey is a prize-winning poet, critic, and 
editor, who lives in Geelong. He is the author of four 
collections of poetry, and a forthcoming collection, 
The Book of Falling, to be published by Upswell. His 
work appeared in ten of the last eleven years of The 
Best Australian Poems series, and has been widely 
anthologised elsewhere. He is also a composer and 
sound artist. His most recent album is The Apartment 
(with Paul Hetherington). He is a Professor of Writing 
and Literature at Deakin University.
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EVENING ANTHOLOGY – SOCIAL EVENT 
FEATURING A PERFORMANCE BY RIORDAN  
& EMERGING WRITERS FROM DEAKIN UNIVERSITY

5.00pm to 7.00pm

Ki-kirri-ngitj (“kee-kirri-nich”) Ground Floor, Geelong 
Library & Heritage Centre, 51 Little Malop Street, Geelong

Writing can be a solitary occupation but never more so 
than over the past two years! Join library representatives, 
event organisers and your fellow writers and come 
together at Ki-kirri-ngitj “Gathering Place: We talk 
together” to celebrate the extraordinary wealth of literary 
and creative talent found in our region. This is a chance 
for informal networking and collaboration – shake off the 
cobwebs and come mingle! Drinks and platters provided, 
along with some light literary entertainment and music 
by Riordan.

Tickets – $20/$10 for GRLC Members

Singer-songwriter Riordan is no stranger to the world 
of music, having been performing her original songs 
since the age of 13, going on to support artists/bands 
such as Nick Barker, and Woody Pitney, and playing at 
popular live music venues and festivals. The young artist 
combines indie and pop, telling stories through relatable 
songwriting. She is usually seen on stage in her self-
proclaimed ‘big-girl-boots’ holding her pink electric guitar.
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Geelong Regional Libraries are fully inclusive  
and accessible venues. If you require any assistance 
to participate in this event, please email  
events@grlc.vic.gov.au or call (03) 4201 0600.

Program may be subject to change: see  
www.grlc.vic.gov.au/localword for updates

STUDY WRITING AND LITERATURE
Turn your passion for words into
a career.

FIND OUT MORE

Deakin University CRICOS Provider Code 00113B
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